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and, as ixT all new movements, many arq looking toward it as

panecea for our system of education. Despite the fact that there is-

little hard data regarding the.bene9.ts and worth of this approach,

many schools and teachers are-attempting to open up their classrooms.

At the same time, special education is also moving towards a

new approach to educating those children with special needs. This

.

movement is-toward mainstreaming -- putting the child with special\

needs into regular classes wherever this will most benefit the

child. While-research (Dunn 1968; Goldstein, Noss, & Jordan,

1965; Hotlke, '1966;- Johnson, G., 1962; Johnson, J., 969; Mil

gchoenfelder, 1969; Nelson &.Schmidt, 1971; 8tainback & Stainbaci,

1975) has questioned.the -efficacy of special classes,-it is still

too soon to have data on the benefits of mainstreaming special

mepds.-chladren% !

_

This paper is not'an at pt to prove either open education

or mainstreaming is '!better" than w has occured in the past.
4

This writer is_aware that there is never a "right" dr "Ues " way

to educa e children. Instead, it is necessary to -look at each
.

.

- , -----=---

child as an individual, discover how s/he learns best, and then
/ .

4determine an 'appropriate organizational alternative for this learn-

ineto occur.; What this paper will show is that the current
. b.
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moves towards mare "open" education and towards mainstreaming special
. /

education populations are compatible.

O

Much of what has been written regarding open education has

been "anecdotal and descriptive,. painting for the reader a picture
4

of what is happening to the child, to the teacher, and to the cur-
.

riculum." _LBarth, 1972, p. 7) This descriptive literature cer-'

tain1y is important and valuable, for it gives the reader a feeling

,

for the atmosphereof an open classroom, but it.in no way offers

an answer to t'he real question: Will'open educatio allqw for the

1optimum individualization necessary for mainstreaming. children

with spOciaf needs? In fact; this descriptive kind of writing

allows Jteachers and administrators to imitate certain components

of what they read 'without any.real. understandingof the underlying .

philosophy and structure of opbi: education. However, this is pre-
. 1- .6 -

\
ciiely what we need to know before placing a child with special

$ ..-;, ,

needs into an open classroom. ... pThis paper wi,11 look at open. education
. . 1 .

:in terms /of.its basic philosdply, its organization, the physical
.. .

r ' ..
.F

eOiro#ment, and the role of t)i teacher within an °Oh classtoom.
i2

. -

Open education isa somewhat eclectic approach to education.

It is steeped-in the piggressi:Ve movement, which ques:tioned the

,-- ......i ); 4: .
. .

1-, inflexibiaity-of the schools'organizational .structure and sought
',.

.. ) --

4

1--
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more, discovery, creativity, and humanism in ducation:1,,OPen

education also make's, use of Piaget4s thinking. In fact two goal's

-o-f-operr-e-dircation-find-their-basis in- Pi .:et: "-To -foster a respect

a

(Pope, '1971, p. 23) and to produce men and women "who will.do. new

things, not just what the previous generation has done." CP6pe,

1971, p. 231../To accomplish these goals, open education combines

three approaches teacher-centered, child-centered and materials-
*,

centered. (Walberg &-ThOmas, 1971, p._ 4) -Thus we see that open

education "does not adhere strictly to any singlerdogma." (Spodek,

1972, p.33)

In fact, open education "is a way of,thinking abo4 children,

about learning, and about knowledge." (Barth,.1972, p. SS) Barth,

(1972,, p. 18-47) seems to have the most om ete listing .of assumptions

which underlie this way of thinking:
.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT CHILDREN' LEA NG

. MOTIVATION

f

ASSUMPTION 1: ,Children are innately curious and will explore

'ASSUMPTION

Without.adult intervention.

Eiploratory behavior is self-perpetuating.

For further reading see: Squire, J.R. ed. A New Look at Progressive 1

Education. Washingtbn, D.C.: Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development, 1972.

r.
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CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING

. ASSUMPTION 3.: The child will display natural
,

exp.oratory,"

behavior if he ks not threatened:'--- J

1 -
b

ce in elf is c.-losel related to

capacity fdr learning and for making important

Choices affecting ones learning:

ASSUMPTION 5: Active exploration in a rich Environment, dffer-

ing a wide array of manipulatiVe materials,

facilitate children's learning.
,

ASS1APTION 6: Play is not distinguished from work as the

\s's, predominant mode of learning in early childhood.

'ASSUMPTION 7: Children have both the competence and the right

to make significant decisiortg concerning the r

own learning.

ASSUMPTION 8: Children will be likely to learn if they are

.4 .

given considerable choice.in the selection of

-the materials they wish to work with and in

the-choice of questions they wish to pursue

with respect to those materials,

ASSUMPTION 9: Given the opportunity, children will choose

to engage in activities which will be of high

interest to them.

A UMPTION 10: 114a child is fully involved in and havingfuh

with an activity, learning i's'taking Place.
'0
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SOCIAL- LEARNING

0

ASSUMPTION 11: hen two ormori children are interested in

04/

--- t exploring the same problem -orfhesame_mate)rial_

-they c-hooset o -c-o I lab° rat e

way.

ASSUMPTION l2:. When a'child arns something which is important

).

to him, he will wish to share it with other.
lo

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT +

,ASSUMPTION 13: Concept f9rmation proceOds very slowly.
---- ,

ASSUMPTION 141 Children learn and develop intellectually at
,

their own rate, and'in their own style.

'ASSUMPTION 15: 'Children pass thfough similar stages of intel-

Jectual develpiMent - each in his own way,

and at his .own rate and in his .own time.

'ASSUMPTION 16: Intellectual growth and development takes

lo,q.ace through a sequenCe of co crete exper-:

fences followed by bstraction s.

ASSUMPTION 10: Verbal abstractions should folIow, direct

EVALUATION

ASSUMPTI

/

experience with objects and ideas, not precede

-then or Substitute for the

I

8 The preferred source /f verification for a
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child's solution to a problem Comes th-rough*

-'01.e materials/ is...u.o-rAing.with.,
A e/.

_,

... ____.

. _ _

. ASSUMPTION 19: Errors are necessarily a part of learnin"

/-,

they contain information essential.for further
L

learning.

ASSUMPTION 20: Those qualities of a pqrsonit,s learning which

can be carelfully measured are not necessarily

the most important,
, _ , /

ASSUMPTION 21: Objectilie measures of performance may have

a ne ative effect on learning.

ASSUMPTION 22: Evidence of learning is best assessed in-
, '

tuitively, by direct observatipn:
,

ASSUMPTION 23: The best way of evaluating'ilff6Ct of the

school experience on a child is to observe

him over a long g-period of time.
_

ASSUMPTION 24: The beSt measure of a child'S work is his work.

ASSUMPTIONS,ABOUT KNOWLEDGE

ASSUMPTION 15: The quality of being is more important than

the quality of. knowing; knowledge is a means

. of'education, not its end. The final test

of an education is what a manis; not what

he knows..

c)



ASSUMPTION 26: Knowledge is di function one's personal

-integration_pf_experience_and_therefora_does

0

0

(.>

ASSUMPTION 27: The structure of knowledge is personal and-.
0 0

idiosymcratic,'and a function.of the synth is

of, each individual's experience with the.

world.

ASSUMPTION 28: There
0
is no minimum body of knowledge which

is essential for everyone to,know.

ASSUMPTION 2'9: It is possible, even likely:, that an, individual

-may learn and possess knowledge of a phenomenon

And yet be unable to dispfiy it publicly.

Knowledge resides with the knower, not in its

public-expression.

In summary, Walberg & Thomas, (1971, p. 10-11) note that:

These assumptions include faith in children's

innate curiosity., in their ability to sustain

exploxtory behavior and in their capacity and

right ,to make significant decisions about their

learning. The assumptions define desireable

conditions for learning: a warm and accepting

emotional atmosphere', a,dependable .and ,hohest

9
r
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source of authority, explicit and reasonable
) , .

rules-,--and opportunityfar -diTept intexagtdon

with rich and diyerse materials., On the other'

1.measurement by norms and conventional tests

the promoiion V competition, and the use

oT threats or bargaining. 'They reject is-
,k.

finctions between "subjects" or disciplines

etween work and' play, and they seeand

-

knowleage as a personal synthesis that canOt

be "transmitted".

Comparison.of Philosophies'

In order -0 take a closer: look at these assumptiOns inN relation

to special education, they have been categorized into three groupg:

open education's-view of, learning, the importance of.indiVidualization

and the process of decision making. *These gro, pings are by no

means,distinct, t are very muCh intettWified' and interconnected.
/

They are groupede for ease of disCussion:

.In open education /le arn.s an active process and 1X his

pro,cess, not its results; that are important; This is vastly

different frOmtraditi 1 education ,which :focuses on the ends,

this

,not the means, and on what'is,producedo. not on how it is producpd.
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`pope, 19'71, p.( 25) The childTen' s learning is described by words
1- such as Itereate", "invent", "dis6over", and "expl . _
,

==the

_

ul-ts-773, hz o---olt4ex_veanapeas=sxo

ss "play"_: and wonder why_ -hey do 'not_ See

children "worki g". Open education educators.do not make a,
o_

distinction between Alay and work. In fact, "play is seen as a

legitimate mode of learnin ..". (Spo 1972, v,:,:23)

Learning is "expe,rie,ntiallybased", oblock, 1973, p.'361)

The "school experience goes beyond the for ways, bringing e world

,into 'the classroom *id taking the class /out into t e real

(Spodek, 1972,,p. 34) Children learn from intafactin iwith the\,r'
ti , . \

environment and abstracting understanding from these en ounter's.

. (Spodek, 1972, p. 33) :Therefore-, 'richer and more s i lating
v

---7-'------ the-environment, tie' more learning that can -0'-5-cur -.-
, N -.

, . -..,.
.

Since curriculum
.materials are a ,p,.rt' of a'cla:ssroom'

Vn

environment, it is easy to see why, such entphasis is placed on

these materials. The materials in an open. Classroom must speak---

out to thr.v`, children, and, ,spark their interest. \ The ."materials

used tend to ask. something of, learner..." (Knoblock, 1973,

p.. 361) Usually open-ended materials /are preferred\ as they en-
.

courage c_hilarents exprgssion, -which is a "source of learning".
. N,

(Spodek, .1972, p. 34) "Out of expression grows understanding
,

and .these -activities p.0= given prime importance- in the classioom,.."
7sc'.... .

(Spodek, 1972, p. 35")--:';Children are .encouraged to take par,t 3.

'1
1
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arts a n i, Kafts, creative movement, Creative tamatics, retelling
i ., , v,. .

experienrces and writing_sto-r-ie-s. --Since- it- is "impossible to

_--exprvs xtie-a-st-hout=e)sp-res-hing- -feelings" CSpOdek-4 157+, 13 --5)

it follow- s __that___]. ozr itAte

(SPodek, 1972, p. 38)' "We should hoot overvalu6 the mind,
-

We feel. We are concerned that the:hUman spirit should not.be

,

lost, that, the love of the'boautiful shoulcrbe-encoufag N= and that

the school should this."' (Pope,1971i
,

In comparing open educationts view of learning, with special
4

oneeducation, one sees many ,ideas that are,compatible. Special
-

education programs,are also experientially based and involve the

,

ichildren in 'concrete activities. Both the cognitive and affective
. ,

domains are incorporated into the children's learnings,in school,
,

*

especially in.15rograMs for trotionally disturbed children. Special'

-!-;-1
education_atteiliipts to work with the -total child,

. -----,;----%

Open education places much importance on ina-yidualization; it
. .-______

is based on -the teacher's re'speCtfor each .child's uniqueness.an

r fi,.
individuality. The basis of .open education is founded it the

democratic -prectdces of "resrecting and valuing -the individual,
0

. ,

rights of each person." (Kneblock4 103,,p., 380) The open classroom

'focu'es'on the i 'dual d s/he moves into a small
._

0
or large group as it suits 11:s/her needs. This is .quite different,

om the eraditaonal classroL-1 which starts with a large clais
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-

that may be divided into smaller and smaller,groups to the size of

one..

Aware that "each child 14arns%differentlyand has his own
,

.

P.%\ saeduiel and strategy, far learniAg." as quoted in Knoblock, ,

1

. 1973, p..360), open educators use this awareness in settivg up

ip

n

their environment. 'Many different types of materials are available ,

for children's use so that any single skill af concept can bi

learned'by each child thrdugh his/hef'inferests and strengths.

-

"A single ,educational goal can be achieved -using many avenues,
-.

I
and a child may move toward the'masterycof a single.concept from a

number of different paths at the safne time." (Spodek; 1,972,p. 34)

Children's leirning'stties ar.e:very inch taken into accOUht when'

planning instructional materials that will be available and when

.

the teacher `and child decide which xesauxces_and. materials_will_w.0
1 . .

,

most effectively. The, basis far this..type of approach can be se/en.

in the democratic system. By having materials available fDr

Child's use, whatever his/her learning 1e,. the Open educator-is

"'guaranteeing equal opPOrfunity without bias against the ski11S

-(Knablodk, 14473, p.,360) the Child does or does 04,-have.

QIVII education takes into consideration the.child 14te and .

.style.oflearning. This is accompliOmd by having the child's or
.

. -

be'selT-directed. The children are trusted to work independently,

.and are permitted-to stay with an activity as long as they wish.
F °

.:-:
S.

?Jr4I 4
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Teachers used as resource people who can help the children

1. expand their learnings. While the children learn from their mis-

takes and evaluate their own progjss, teachers maintain anecdotal
, -

:records so that the learning that that occurs is documented.
. . .

;
,

Individualization is a part of spddial education as well 'as/ .

.

. ,

S

open education. Special edutators (Hodges, pcCandles,'& Spicket, '

. s ,.
, , i

1971; Smith, 1974;'Prouty & Prillaman, 1967) st7is working with

eack..chi'ld as an individual., assessing his/her strengths and
,

`weaknesses and developing an g'ilvtational plan baked on this asses-_

ment.

1

0

(0 0

HoweviV, open education is more than individualiafion. The

variable that makes open education dIffer from other educational

approachea that areindividualized is the process of dec,ision-making

open--e-1-ass-room

Th.e kind of education I am talking about...

. has tondo with the child taking a,very ACTIVE role in

his own learning;

using imitigtive.

making choices, making detisions,--

If in- individualized education the

child's role is 15.assiVe,.and all the work he does is

teacher initiated ind'teacher directed thenve,are not

talking' about informal" education, even though .each

child.mayye doing: something di ferent from his

'neikhbor..'jpope, 1971; P.:Z

res

,;*.41.1- _

14
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In open (or informal) education, decisioh-making is a mutual

process, with both teacher and child having."major contributions to

2
. .

make..." (Spodek, 1972, p. 36) Therefore open .education can be

considered neither child centered nor teacher-centered; neither

is the tekher someone. who stands idly by, while the students "do

their o n ,,thing" (Spodek, 1972).
,

oking to the democratitt_principles in which open education

finds its basis, one sees that ,open education views "the learning

environment as a community in which those who ,are directly involved

have control over what happens to them." (Knoblock, 1973, p. 36.0)

Those of us who Ailly believe that the informal

way is th, ;Jay of working with children/of having

them learn, are concerned with initiative and respon-
.

-h

,

sibiiity.-.YOu ave to a sense of responility,

for it goes hand in hand with freedom, critical thinking,
9

and decision making - these are the things we are

concerned about. (Pope, 1971, p. 23) 0
The students and the4teachers in an open classroom determine'A

7- ley

the WHEN, WHAT and HOW of their educational experience. Can

Children with special needS do this?'

The degree-to w LCh the handicapped child, es-

petially the dntellectu g handicapped Child can -

handle, or beeducated to handle, thistyPeself-
.

regulation remains-an'ompirical questi1

There is good reason-to believe, however, that

445"T-2



_ all children, including the
.

_",-*'"'"-'1":".77=4:411 -.

handic' pped

'will nQ only manifest more creati

but.actuallcome increasingly

internally controlled in this kind cid

Att
-thag--n a more riga: (Bart-

,:kative or

behavior

re self-regd-

et al,-1971, p. 6)

Children do tend to act ;We. way:ih
tk.

y the self-fulfilling prophecy (RosOnih

z-

0

are treated as explained
.

1 & Jacobson, lD68). In

,
fact, special- educators emphasize the im ortance of allowing the

child as much independence and responsib lity as possible. Limits.

are defined and implemented in a consistInt manner so as 'to help
.

;those children who have nptrrned to set limits for themselves.

If ,children do-become more self-directed as Bartel 'et ,a1 suggest,

the direct. implications can be seen regarding ".econolnic and social
`f1

self-sufficiency in p.ot-school years - a major Otblem wiih'the

mildly retarded and oth'er handicapped Ipartel
1

.1971-`,

p.- 7) It seems that further research shbfuld.be doneaon this,

issue. It would be- helpful if research isolatethe particular
.

factors of an open environment which encourage the development of

internal -.contrOl.. \
-

.
. .c--":

! \
_

. .
The proCess of decision-making can best .be undest,.._ . ,, _ _

'stood in `terms__

-
v

. ;CC.: le.: -- J. , .

of the role of- the teacher in the. open. Classroom. TTlie teacher

is no' longer seen as a transmitter of knowledge-2 but catalyst
1,
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t

a facilitator, a resquce for le. ning, and'an organizer of Learning

resources (materials, adults, children). The teacher encourages,

.influences, and guides the achildren learnings, elping them "in

committing their time and in setting reasonable and realistic goals

for- themsetV4s-." (Knoblpdk, 1973, p.: 361)

Themes'in Open and.. Special Education

;Walberg 5 Thomas (1971) have done a thorough job of analyzing

the teacher's role, according to,eight-themes: instruction,
I.

provisioning, diagnosis, evaluation, humaneness, seeking, self-
: , .

perceptions and assumptions,

InstruCtion refers to the way the teacher guides the Jearnj.ng
is.

process. The open class teacher "does not operate as the focal 1

..

..... point of the classrobm." (Walberg & Thomas,1971, p. 6) 'In-
. . -

. . ,.

struction is "characterised`by spontaneity; responsivenes, -and
,

adaptability; much of her instruction time is devoted to,liStening .

and observing with a great deal of less formal questioning and fh-

-..foimingthen is usually found in classroom§." (Walberg & Thomas,

1971, p. 6) .The teacher then-uses theseobservations to-respond
J'

to the children's learnings. Children who are discovering similar

concepts or who are having difficulty mastering 'similar concepts

can be 'grouped for learning activities. These groups ar changed

as the children master the specific concepts or seek. to,discoirer ()radon

17

, .
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Looking atyhat makes the classroom a learning environment ,

is the 2nd theme, provisioning. This refers not only to the phyj

setup but also to the prpcedures and expectations of the classro,

Open classrooms are divided into variibus learning areas, but the,

f
areas are not categorized into tTadi Tonal subj ect areas.r.,The,open

classroom may contain a quiet area, in exploratory areal a dis

areg, or a project area. While reading may take place. in the, quiet

area, it may also occur in the discpvery area as students read to:

find out about crocodileS.

In working on a newspaper,

Traditional subjects tend to merge.,

students are involved with math when

they do the layout of the paper, Englishwhen they are writing

,

and editing, and social Studies when the feature story'is on ;he

,

mayor of their city. theredp also less division of time, into

-611-affadtimes fbr activities.. Students move from area -Co area
.

. according to their interest, completion of a task,,or mastery.of a

concept. They are:encouraged to make this decision by themselves, -

.with "the teacher. -acting as. a, guide if necessary. Decisions are
,

based on the indiVidual child's needs rather than OA the teacher'sf.
"whim" to have a twenty Minute reading lesson. Thisalfows,the child

to finish reading a story when it takes thirty-five minute's

`instead of twenty`-
1: 1

/

'The groupVof children, is another part of,provisioning: In

,.

.

an open-setting the vertiCalor faMily grouping is used. Children
'

- ,

1...
8
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ronologically, from 1 to 6 years, an effort to widen

the range of chievement and abilkty.within the class. This.

children to work together, vith older children'

helping younger ones. Older children'with learning deficiencies

. ;

can work on their weaknesses because they in turn, will help the

younger child.. Thus the older child's remedial work is packaged

in a way, that he can accept it. The "younger or poorer achieving

children are learning incidentally considerable. material that is

presented to older children..." (Bartel et al, 1971,' p. 4) Because

of the' wide. range of and achieirement with/in each class,

.
the teacher is geared to expect'a diversity of competencies. It

i )

',

...,

%
becomes-increasingly difficult for him/her to tell what is "normal

,,,

7 what is deviant behagr., and what is Under-achievement. (Bartel

/ ,..

et al 1911, p.ST Thus, the teacher must describe specific.be-
- k '''

ri
A 1`

, )

%
haviors and learnings;that,occur. Each child is compared to hisfher

. .

past petfortance rather than to the "average" fifth grader.

The third theme pertains todiagnosis. The teacher becomes

a participator in the diagnostic process through-observation. By

observing the child 'she learns aboUt the
.
child's developli)ental

thought processes. ,The diagnosis is a continual, on-the-spot process

'

1 k . -
that determines the instructiohal plan. Rather than planning a

lesson a week or a month in advanc, the teacher' .uses tthe diagnostic

"'information s/he gathers daiaY,as a basis for responding to each

child individually.

,.
19
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The evaluation procedure, the fourth theme, is useful to

the tddent and the teacher. The e luation is a process that

olves accurate record keeping durin class (anecdotal record)

plus a reflective analysis written after Nlass based on discussions

with others who work with the child. These scussions focus not

only on which activities the child selected and how involved s/he

became, but'on-the adults'iRteraction with the child. The

evaluation

is not seen as.a way to compare a child's performance

with predetermined goals or norms in order to

report his strengths and deficiencies to his p/aren (
s,

future teachers, -and employers, not is its functio

to compare childten to.their peers. Rather, it is

e 4a means o4-providing-a-chidZand-;those interested-

;*--:;" "--- -t-

-'in his development with infbrmation about his

growth and learning. The purpose of this inform tion

'is to assist him in seeking better ways to con-

tribute to what he cMoses to do and wilom he cho ses

to be; and toAllelp him gain the skills necessary

to reach his goals. (Walberg kThomas, 1971, p.

The two themes of diagnosis ani evalt

coincide with special education' view.'

20
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model espe ially stresses the importance of implementing aded
,

ucational plan based-on diagnosis. Special education lias always .

spoken Out against .using standardized 4orms to evaluate,children
i

, ;
f

and for evaluating each child's' progress based on his/her intrain-
,

dividual dtherences, using valid and reliable - formal and informal
t

, -

measures, checklists, and criterion-referenced measures.

, .

The fifth theme, humaneness, refers to the qualities of respect,

openness and warmth within the classroom. ,Respe.ct for the in-

dividual underlies the philosophy of open education. The -teacher

1.

present's him/herself as a human with strengths and weaknesses and is

- .

aware of the child as a human too. The teacher-child relationship.,

is not an all knowing- inferior one. Nor is the teacher an author-
.

i'iarian,model. S/he earns the children's "respect and obediance

based on ,proven ability and readiness to help and lead." (Walberg.

& Thomas, 1971, p. &) The atmosphere of respect and honesty leads

to a teacher-child relationship of trust in which defensiveness dis-
.

. appe4rs,---as the-experience of feeling iiipencOuraged. In open education

bothth,-childqintellectual and emotional life are of concern
.

to the teacher` as s/he deal's' with mhat the child does, feels, thiiiks
N

' .
I

and acts. WarMth and trust is, required in order to support healthy

. . -.

4 i

growth and to provide the chcld with the reassuring and stabilizing
. .

sense.tpat people there accept,,and care for,him.", fWalberg
Tv

Thomas, 1971, p. 9)

4111....-
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This closely coincides with the therfapeytic teacher -child

reldtionhip which receives :much emphasis in special'educaon.

Combining the affective and intellectual domains of the child is

basic to special education, because many children referred to

pecial educators posseSs a self-.concept scarred by repeAted

failure at academicw4sks.

Seeking DppoTtunitiet' to promote growth is the sixth theme'.

he ixpen °school experience contributes to the teacher's growth

as well as the child's. The teacher'is.encourAged to participate

in workshops, to make'use of advisors, to converse with colleagues,

and to find mit about new materials,. subject matter and-the local

community. Working in an open classroom requires a teacher's

"deep and _active personal involement in cl.assroom change and growth."
. .

(Walberg,& Thomas, 19,71,_p. 9). Open education:_recnni7es the isold-
%

tio_p typically felt by classToom teacfierS and attempts to eliminate

having 'centers where teachers can meet to 'discuss ideas, get

materials and build eqUipment.

In terms of the teacfier's,self-xerception, open education

enables the teacher to act in accordance with his /her beliefs re-

gaiding education and children. These asSumptions,, the" eighth

theme, have 'already been - discussed in. this paper.

N ,

The Teacher/Student Relationship,

c

.1" 0hi
2 2r.

-
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In Comparing special education and open educati6n, Knoblock-
_

considered five concerns of troubled (disturbed) children and the

response of open educatioh. In an open environment the teacher

is,honauthoritarian; this helps the disturbed child who often

experiences conflict with authority figures. Traditionally, the teache

child relationship has been a power relationship which has "tended

to.erode the potential for leaning." (Knoblock, 1973, p. 362).

The open classroom teacher shows respect for the child as a person,

not as an inferior child who knows nothing unless told about it.by

the superior, all-knowing teacher. "Once contact between child

and adult .is,put in the context of a relationship, there is an

even greater opportunity to respond to issues of limit-setting,

aggression, and_and interpersonal con erns that invariably spring up,

in the classrooms." (Knoblock,
,

1973; p.-362) Because the open-

classroom respects children as'capable people, the children want.

to be in this open environment A.therefore show a commitment to
f.

working through, their. problems.'

There is a concern in working with 'cliStrubed children, that
-

they tend to move away 'frow'othets and show an "unwillingness and in-,
.

ability to capitalize on their,resources." (Knoblock, 1973, p. 362)
.

Traditional education has encouraged Children's dependence on addltS;,

while open education emphasizes the childre,n's'active role in their

environment. In many tr ditiOnal c.lassroOMs, children must''

receive adult permission befo,.

. drink, sharpening a.pencil;

changinpaCtivities, getting
,
a

pen education, offers- many formi:"
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e

,

of sup1FO'rt to the child ih an effortto put him on aTath toward,
. - 4 ,

V
self=realizatioh.". (Knoblock, 1973, p. 363) In open classrooms

,

i,

,

children participate in the decision-Makinj process regarding their

learning. Students who.cannot take,, complete, responsibility
, ,

I 7 ,+
. . '`

receive support from'ctheir. teacher who helps them learn to make '.-

.

a decision and.live with its conseqUences.

Establishing adultrelaioriships is a difficult task for

many, disturbed children: 'In Open education the child is reassumed :

that he can trust the adult. The adult believes in each child's

potential and communicates this in his /her actions in the class-
,

room'. The teacher does not impose his/her authority on the students,

regarding what topics are to be studied or when they are to 'be.cover
.

ed. These topics reflect the students' interests. For example,

plants in/a classroom may lea -t 'discussions on vegetarianism

and nutrition, on propagation, or on photosynthesis. When the

students help shape their own learning in this 'manner, they are
.

. . .
. , , . i

.s.

aware of the teacher's respect for their ideas. DiSturbed children.

often experiepce a "loss of control over their own.feelingscdnd

their learning environments."- (Knoblock, 1973, p: 362t) By
. n .

'.' participating in the decision-making process with addlts and '
e,,-

.. -

,

c- ; .
.

..

children who are trusted, "a child will coma to ieel a measure of
., .:

control over his school and perseonal life." \(KnobiOck, 1973, p. 363)
. .,

The disturbed child often hai "deep feelings-of inadequacy
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,

leading to negative if concepts," (Knoblock, 1973, p. 362) Open

educators realite the importance of self-concept and therefore

a

provide an environment which is responsive to each child, allowing

?

him/her to "tryout/hew skills feelings and behaviors." (Knoblock,
j 4

1973, p- 364) By providing a responsive anld diverse environment
;

.

7 . ;

the children have tlie--Opportunity to'see themselves in a more

positive manner. "Open educators e courage children to view I,

* ; P.

*themselves not as good'or bad but tither to discover their
/ III

,

strengths,, as well as their lititatfons." *(Knoblock, 1973, p. 364)., i,

-IV
Knoblock (1973) sees,open education as anextension of the

. psych-educational model and states that:
,,, . ._1., \

.

.

in fact-, by creating an open environment we may
, .

.

--We-enhancing the opportunity to,implement approaches , -

- .,.-..}

commonly thought of as phychoeducational. For

exampIe,'both models advocate the integration of

affect and content in the classroom. Both rely

on acknowle00 g and responding,to the feelings

and behaviors of children. Both respond to,the'

readiness levels of children for, the.implementa-
tot-

.tion of academic skill developteni. Both

believe that often learning will take place.

only 'if it is put in the context of xclationships.

and only if thelearner feels good enoug about

himself as a feaimer and Person. Othet.parall

25'



could be/flound, but 'the important point may be'

: thqt on education approaches provide.a learning

environment in which the teacher can truly fu ction

as a diagnostician in the sense of seeing children
, A

,operate in a ivar*et?.tiof'actvities and with many*

other individuafs.--(P.,362)

Physical Space

In organizing an opgn classroom the physical environment must
9

be hanged'in order to allow students fO,participate actively and

to ave the curriculum experientially based:- Just as iudiridug4ized

°

education Is not open education, so'too open space may not be open

nce the physical environment can play aeducation. Honever

..
signifilcant role i pen education, we will more closely exaffing it.

Many architects and educ'ators have begun to see the "physical.

,

environment ,as a catalytic.agen earning,situatlon capable

of fostering interpersonal relationships, suggestini.and stimUlati

.

behavior." (FahTney, 19-73, p. 3) It follows from this that chang

in the environment can lead -to changes in behavior.

In .an attempt .to learn whether an exceptional child can'
-. ,

,,
(

ffectively function in an open middle school, Fahrney studiO\
. 40. .

. \
a Chitedts Bednar an d,Haviland's work and adapted and'revised it,'

tt
.

according%io an 'eslucatori point of view. TO evaluate an open, '
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a

. -space, Fahrney focused .on the fifteen basic_enVironmental con-

.

iceptualizations of: space -tine identity; consistencyprivacy,

-territor' rty, articulation among spades, transition, alter-

natives and d cisionS, poiremene, socializing agent, usability

by child, character, site, acoustical Settings, visual settings,

and climate control. To evaluate. the dkceptional child in an

open setting, one must look at the characteristics of the child

and see if the basic environmental Conceptualizations provide

-
/for his/her eneeds. In examining the opep space one-could see

"what was missing-or What 'was existing to create problems,"

(Fah 1973,'p. 41) in lib s of the basic environmental con-
.-,, ---- ,

ceptualitation A thorough exploration' of this.- topic is A n-
' ',

.

7 .

cled tri the article and the reader is'encouragea to re view, this

article *for the 'detailed analysis of the conceptualizations, as the

following is a summary of that section dealing with how the

exceptional child's needs can be

Fahrney41973).attempts-to group exceptional children, _,aged

_ ) ten to fourteen on the basis of intellectUal development, physical

-,

ability, Social and emotional develbpment and vacational needs.
. .k..,

..
'..

"If we cbnsi,aer the degree to which the exceptional child's per-

ceptual,
_

ceptual, communicative, Affective, and.cognitive systems are

affected by his particular exceptionality, we can place him along



A

a continuum .of intactness of the adaptive be0anisms The

exceptibnal child, due to the non-intactness of the SYtteMtr it

unable to exploit the physical environment's .function as part of

the 'total learning environment." (Fahrney, p.,1) In 0a.,,c10.ng

,
children with special needs along this continuum; they.fell''.hvt.

three groups: Negative gr

crippling and chrpnic hea

.

up' I consisting of speech impaired
, .

conditions; Negative group TI, made

:up of blind, partially sighted, deaf and hard7of-hearing; Negative

group III, including B.M.R., L.D., and socially maladjusted.

In looking at .negative group I, it was felt that the childreri

comprising this

negative groups.

group would. be the most heterogeneous of all the.

While.a flexible open mkddle school would be able

to meet their needs, there Would have to 136 added corsideratien'to. I

, .

the program and the space- PxovisiQns would have to be made for

socializatipn and privacy and tfor including= -or excluding these

children from activities.: Providing for the space-time identity-

appeared tojbe au advdntage in fAcitilating movement. Mpdular

-:. -

scheduling would sliow for time factors caused _by the children's

difficulty in moving from one

And prevocational therapy were

area to another., Physical therapy.

suggested to -be added to the regular
.

.

hysic4k education _program. It_was aliii-±61t7::ai4 _flexible space,

was a critical ,,,factor to be taken ijto account: Space would haVe.,...

.
to be.provided for acoustical. control and speech'. therapy. Special: .

. (.

;
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considerations would
,

have .to'be given to the circulation
4 .42

..,

(movement from one area to another) and to the usability
/

..

areas.

pattern

Of each. of

In- analyzing negative group II, the mast significant con-
.

sidetations related to space,design. For the blind children,

architectural barriers would have to be kept to a.minimum, and there

would be a need to establish other than visual cues fOr the learn-

ing areas, such as adors, sounds, and textures. Extra space would

be needed for storing Braille 6oCks, tape recorders, etc. It was

noted that "adjustment to change is often. ifficult for a blind

ohild (and one9 should not consider moving the materials/equipment

more than Once a year." \(Fahrney, l973,\14..... 70) ''For partially

sighted students, it would be necessary to provide light conttol,

u .
toiage___sp_ace.s2_e_cial_e_qui*e_w_t,and desk space large enough to

., 1 .

'

"N...Yenable the uccent to use large ,print tiooks., The hard-of-hearing

.\--

child needs.good light and'acou ic.. Carpeted floors would help

cut the level df interfering noises.
...

Witk the presenCe of the,

__environmental co ceptualiza/io s it was felt the child in negative .environmental
,

group II could .be part Of -an open middle school.

,pxtra.proviSions would lave to be included in'ttie open middle:

. (; ..-.'
school to, ncorporate childTen in negative groUpJII. It was felt

, /
that a 700 sq. fx. rdomyouid have to beestabliShed for those

.

)4v
'children who cannot cop with :the open setting. .7here would have

.-
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4

to be space for working in'a large group,(10 E.D. children, 10 L. D.

children,or 15...E.M.,R. children), in small groups, of two to four
, __. ,---_____ :_ "44r...'4 . --,:,

, .

-c-hildfert- air.- individually in caffeTs .. :-"TrF- dd- -d-4-3_0_-- tila.- time -Out

be available.. It 'vas psuggested thaairclation
.

_patternS be kept simpreand that " 'paces into the
,

learning space should provide presiure feduction factors such as
4.

43.roidant,e of heavy in-school pedestrian traffic, use of music,

acoustical control, color and texture _to help the child to maintain

his inner control and reduce anxieXies.v .(Fahrney, 1973, R. 71)

Inservice for the staff of'the pen middle schobl was a necessity

for incorporating these children. Before including., hese children.

the basic environmental conceptualizations must be adhered to.-

Itseemed apparent that in andlyzing'the physical setup'of an

open school,J'one must realize that certain of the basic environ=

mental conceptualizations will be more importint fdr some children

than for others. For example, the space-time identity is important

for all children; consistency might be very important for the socially

maladjusted child; the child with a_ low .frustration tolerdnce. needs

gredter useability in the environment. ,(Fahrney, 1973)

In Operation: Open Education for Special Needs Children

In St. Paul, Minnesbta (Wiseman, 1974) a child.deveioptent

center was erectedas part of the public school pfogrami, The
7

center contains'elasses for the severely mentally retarded, a

30.



diagnostic center, a home and family living center and a Special

Education Instructional Materials Center. -The building.is archi-

tecturally an open environment. It is barrier free; the hallways

are extra, wide so they can be used for The walls are

demountable. In constructing the building it was felt that the

_

children -would not be able to cope with large open spaces, so the

'construction permitted walls to be mounted when needed. However,

the children learned in the open spaces. They were able to ignore

-visual and auditory stimulation and enjoy continual interaction

with staff and peers. One classroom-had been built for the: _

hyperactive children. It was found that these 'children to made

more progress in the open Ods. Only six child;en out of 00

could not functiom maximally,ii the open setting-- The e-children

in thelafien .envir_o,nmen_t_app_e_are_d__.m_o_r_e spontaneous and self-reliant.

It was, believed that the changes in the, children were "due directly

to the architectural structure of the building. The administration
-

foUnd it remarkable that the children adjusted to2the new environment

\ ,

in only one day while the teachers took six Weeks td.thee months

o Oust. The administration,had thought that mentally retarded

-children needed one significant aduWto work-with, but' this was

found not to be true. 'In reality, the children ved working with

many adlults.
,0 ,

The teachers underwent changes in attitude as a result-'of I



'working in the open environment. In the traditional school. setting,

the-administratort, in walking through'the corridors, could always

hear the teachers voices. In the open,setting, the teachers spoke'

softly and the children responded to t m. The spontaneity of the

teachers appeared to have increased as they interacted with their

cblleagues. They shared'theirideas d'had their classes join

together for interesting activities. Curriculum, e opment became

a satisfying and, stimulating experience.

Pod A consisted of eight classes of 4* 1/2 10 year old severely

retarded children some of whom are multiply ha icapped. The various

areas.of 'the, open space were separated by stor e closets. All

eight teachers planned for 411 the children, since the children.

changed teachers every half-hour. The 11 to 21 year-old severely

retarded,children were'in Pbd B. This area was even more wide open

as these children were better able to ciintaiii-theMSelveS. -There were

no smaller spaces. There was 'one wall for using audio- materials

and a tutorial room-for special small group or indivi ual instruction.

, . a

The kitchen area for the home economics progtaM, was a closed area'
.

..

Pod .0 housed the low educable children (E.D., L.D.; socially mal-,

-

adjusted,plus)MM whp had not been able to "make it" in a resource

room. These children showed a performance.Ip ot,126 and a-verbal ..J4
-

of 52. '..Pod C children were involvea-in an intensive remedial program

and'remain in this setting from one.to five or eight years-. Because
-A

---this was a heavily'academ/P grogram it was beiieved that the open

3.2
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...-
. -

.

setting would have, too Many distrActions for..the intensive work
.

\'

, r-/
.,

thethat was done. Walls were mounted, bat they only went up 3/4. of t
,

-,8.

way, to pteserve the open look, of the building. Visual relief was

)
provided through the use of ftorage,cabinets with cork or chalk '

boards on one ,siZe.

Thus we see an open environment, at, least An terms of space,

working effectively with severely mentally retarded children and

their teachers. As discussed, open education is more than open

space and special education serves more, than retarded children. Lei

. A ., :
u& now look ,at the ,workings of various open education programs that

ve been established for special needs children.

In working with children with emotional problems, open educators

find that the classroom atmosphere produces a "climate in which

children can work out their problems." (Pope, 1971, p. 26) In fact,

because the open classroom stresses exp

feel-11.1-gs is -thought that some

1971).
s?

. 1
,

,
. .

For' those children who cannot man-age the freedom; who cannot
.4

1

ion and the imgortanee of

may -,Itepreveri-tedPope,_____

accept the responsibility, or who feel, threatened by it, the _teacher
. .

, ,

can provides:the strUaure needed until they will be ble. to manage

-it. The teacher makes a contract with the child, perhaps to have

him/her report back to the t

to have a friend work with the child.

ach activity,--or perhaps

temporal); support (Pope, 1971).

33
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In Leicestershire, England, a new headm ster was ai/signed a

school in an "absolutely rotten area from manyspoints of view." /

(Pope_ 1971 p. 23), He was 'warned by everyone about the vandalism

that would occur, and indeed it'dld occur.- at first. Eventualry.-

iii'e dents realiz d that school had meaning for them, and the

i.,:.4-

'Vandalism stepped. ..

According to Pope, (1971, p. 24), once open education begins

"going well, yout discipline problpms solve themselves beause emch .

child'is working at the level he wisheseand is able to work. You

have proved for it and he is doing what he is interested in:".

,

Another schoo.2 in England received a new headmaster. This

school was an old (built in 1876) three story building.. /The pop-

ulation it served liVed in old tenement buildings undeticrowded

conditions, With several families often living in one, house. Many

Of-the faMiIies Were immigrants and many offfiepareatSWeretin-

skilled casual workers who were often unemployed Tathtlies were

generally large and the family life tended to be unstable, with

tensions'and sometimes only one parent.

The school population was 300 children aged 3 to 11. Th

was young and,transitory. When the new headmaster arrived th

staff

"teacher

were struggling, with little success, to keep the children occuPred
I

4
.''.-t

and. in soNesort-of_order." (Pullan, 1971, p. 32) The headIOterti

view of the school situation was that the behavior and -of_the

m ._)

\ -:,,,

t-41
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children had deteriorated such that "control, by the:Ieaching staff,

in this largely anarchic atmosphere was extremelydifficultand.

sometimes, with distraught young teachers as well a5,prisYmpathe_ti_c

-older ones, riotous classroom situations occurred." = (Pul an, 19/1,

p. 32)

The headmaster experimented to, find group activities in which

the children would become actively involved, such as paper mache

and team games. The older children were offeredtbAidng and camping

weekends with preparations done in school. They wcre braught in to

discuss the routines needed in school and were made part of the

t decision-making 'process. Gradually the spirit of the school im-

proved; the, children became more 'considerate of other people's

.feelings; the staff became, more concerned 4th developing each,
1

child's abiliti6g and skills. The staff began to'r:e-examine the

curricUlum to discover what specific skills. the children would need
7

to

build satisfactory pers -onall relationships...(to

develop),the baSic habits of good thinking, to be-
/-

(-1
comesuccessful in communicating ideas. This re-

appraisal led, among -bther.thingsto fresh 'thinking

about the physical arrangement of the classroom

e'nvironnfent so that it "Wo,t,ad:,-,,rthlr,,tlie, outside.

-
v -
t 'and thuszfibre effeqtyeli'§timulate the children

then would be possible through formal clas-s
4

""
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teaching. (Pullan, 1971, p. $8)

This led to the teacher's closer examinaion of their' role in

the classroom, specifically regarding the attitude of dainina'tion.

Open education emphasizes the importance of children using

many resources, not only the teadher, to learn. To have chilldren.,_

offering each other help seems to be an effecitve way of working

,

with children who,need remedial help. Jtillian Weber institUted'the

Open Corridor Program in Manhattan and n fed that "some very good

work is being done with very slow fifth graders helping second
1

graders... He is,getting at second grade work uith no loss of dig-,

nity" '(Pope) 1971., p. 25).
, .

This technique of having children.heip others was used ef-

fectively in a pilot remedial open education program for seventh and

eighth graders. The children who tool part in this program were '

indicated,as havfngN4laarning disabilities. On the basis of the

Iowa Test of Basic Skills the children were-.one year, or more below

grade level in reading and arithmetic skills and were recommended by

,theirXeacheri. The,Ehildren were removed from their regular classes

and the standard curriculum. They woried On-goali which.they-and

,, (...)

. .

he-::t.eacher'i-Ointly decided up4, using materials that were_in-

J
: ,' ','

, ' c

11 ; :- 4

_.,insically, motivating:. Evatuation:of the children was done through .

'.,

parent conferences rather than gra.des: 'The programprovided f.or
.. =; _

_. _...-.....,..,:,....,..-....,.4.:,.ili:-:::,::: ..;*''' ._
.

--. .1 ,.,
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resource person, a role which is familiar to the open\duoator.

The class time structure became more flexible within the six lour

___ day. Two hours were devoted to physical education; music, art, in-

. _

dustrial arts, and homemaking. The other four hours were -used

as an unstructured .bl%c, f,04ne. Each child was able to select

those subjects (English, mathematics, social: studies, anA.

s/heMosi needed for any length of time. The basic rule Of diS-

cipline was that the, children could not prevent others from working.

The classroom setting was a self-contained room sectioned into dif-

.ferent activity areas .with materials available for the child's use.

Three.techhiques were used to implement the program. Children. were

. encouraged to work together, were involved in.independerM Projects"

and were usecras tutors for lower grade level chiSdren. It Was

noted. that_teaching a skill reinforced it, that the tutoring

/. built 'up the children's- self-concept; and-thatythe-children worked

.

at their own low level, not because they needed it, but becVU-s-e--they---

ad to teach it. In addition,' a role,reyersal occurred whic11,

facilitated an attitude.chnge toward school. (Page, 1968, p. 9)

A research, team's analysis of the program found the following

results:

THE .CHILDREN -7.-

4.

1. Experienced` obvious cha ges in attitudes chalcterized

by their freedom of eicpr ion, comments and Slack of

"feae of their teachers:

1/4
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2; Seemed to enjoy school', classroom atmosphere,

their school work.

3. :Developed and improved their social skills (especially

in relation to one another and to the teachers).

4. 'Seemed to understand hqw much they learned,or how far they

progressed depended, on their own_efforts,_

5. Seemed to work, "harder" than they had in the regula

program.
o -

`6. o Gained'more than a full school year's academic progress.:-.

THE TEACHERS

1. Were able to assimilate the tole of resource person and

were able to individualize ingtructiisn to a large extent.

' THE TECHNIQUES

Intrinsic_motivation,prbd9ced good results. -No. grades

progress reports, or other standard school-rewards Were

given.

2. Tutoring appears to be beneficial for earning in a

maiomity of .the childremi

3. The' -self- contained classroom with opportunities for
, .

frequent F4anges of activities is an important component

of the program.

Personal attontidn by, the teacher produces 'Positive"

TeOticinships with students:



C.

other study examined six open classes in a Nina eiphia schoo\

cated in "changing",(Bartel et al 1971, p. 7) neighborhood.

The_class,_g aupings were 2. claas_es_of kindergarten_ and first grade

2 classes of second through fourth grade, one class of kindergarten

through second grade, and one class of kindergarten through third

grade. Only certain youngsters were intensely observed: the child

receiving the lowest standardized achievement test; the child selected

by the teacher as the poorest achieves; the child ranked most un-

popular on the ba'sis of a sociometric device; the child picked by

the teacher as the most poorly adjusted; the child selected by his /her.

peers as less.academically able.

Those children who entered the open kindergarten through fourth

grals were compared with randomly selected coUnterparts,ciii tra-

ditional classes on anxiety, loss of control, and self-concept

measures. They wera also folldwed and Compared on rate of referral

.to special education, rate of grade retention, standardized achieve=

ment scores, attendance.- All classes would then be. tanked for their

degree of openness to assess to wha,t_extent openness related to

these results.

Observational data was collected on the teacher and pupil be,-

haviOr in'the open classroom. Each teacher identified the child

Who most and least benefitted from instruction: The children's

behavior was then categorized as academic (an activity "from which

the child could,gain knowledge of a traditional discipline" (Bartel

.04
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et al 1971, p. 10) or non-academi,c,.as positive or negative (reprimands

fights, etc.), and as interaction with teacher, peers, or alon&

The teacher's behaviOr was categorized as child or ie,4her.-initiated,

and'as academic, management or personal-social in natire.
H

This study made,a "significant contribution to lowledge,about
,

. J,,

the open classroom.''' (Bartel et al 1971, P. 13) In analyzing the
. .

open classroom, it was possible to lean-, what successful and non-
,

successful children do in this setting. Peer interaction took up 4°

relatively major part of each hour. The successful. children' spent

1/6 of this time imacademic interaction; the unsuccessful children

spent less than two minutes in ac demic interaction. It seems then,.

-that' teachers should attempt, o pto ange the nature of the peer inter-

action so that it would be-more academic anii_beneficial. The 'study

also showed that less than 13 minutes of each hour was spent on

academics, raising the question the effie,iency-of,time usage in the

l'
isopen classroom. HOwever, this s not restrictedto the open class-

, .

room, "Prelimina v msults of a study similar to this one except in

traditional classes, suggests that even less of the time.in'conven-
.

tional programs is spent on activities that are academically oriented.

(Bartel et al 1971, p. 14)

The Board of Cooperative Educational Services in New YorlCuses.

.

open education in a school for, trainable mentally retarded and-in a

school for severe emotional and neurological, problems. The program

has met with,suCcess and enthusfasm. They have done no formal re-



O

search on'this program but dd believe

on continuingit.

is ,working and are. planning

In Los Angeles, the Salvias School uses a'Dual Educational Approac

to Learning (DEAL) which provides part of the day,for open education
,

and part4of the darfor formal instruction time. In planning for the

latter part of the day, the teacher has the freedom to choose whatever-

approach s/he thinks works best for him/her and the students. 'Of-,

thopedically haidicaued and mentally retarded children are

'r

in this,4rogram. The nrogram has been presented at the CEC
oc,-

poidii,.1914; Engel, 1973, 1975; Gold, 19710, Teachers and

istrators are pleaseewith its results.

Open education appears to be working with,special needs children

as well aq it works with children in regular classes. The philosOphy

involVed

convention

admin-

of open educatiOn coincides with much of the philosophy of special

oducation-,_The±efare. ta_mainatfeam speCial needs Childxem_inIto

open classrooms is a goal worth' pursueing.

0

."0

'4
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